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ABSTRACT
The wear of railway axle bearings is an important phenomenon. Rail companies must keep their rolling stock in a
serviceable condition as excessively worn bearings can contribute to safety issues such as vibrations, excessive clearances
and possibly even derailments. At present, maintenance scheduling is typically performed at predetermined time
intervals. Predicting the wear and degradation of the bearings, would enable operators and bearing manufacturers to 1)
optimise the design and maintenance of the bearings, and 2) quantitatively determine the best time to replace the
bearings. This paper presents a model developed for predicting the wear in radially loaded spherical roller railway axle
bearings. It uses a slice method to calculate the roller load, traction and creep distribution along the roller for the contact
mechanics, and predicts wear using a frictional power model. The model is first validated with the wear in a thrust
bearing in the literature and then used to predict wear in the radial bearing. The wear contribution from each roller in the
loading zone due to the radial loading is calculated and combined for an overall wear profile.

1. INTRODUCTION
The wear and degradation of railway axle bearings poses a great cost to the rail industry. The sheer number of
rolling stock and the physical demands needed to overhaul a single bearing means that replacing the axle bearings is
a big task, and costs the operators in the order of millions of dollars to service a single fleet of trains. In the
literature, there have been several contributions which relate to the issue at present: Modelling of a spherical roller
thrust bearing in the mild wear stage was successfully performed by Olofsson et al (Olofsson, Andersson, and
Bjorklund 2000). This forms the central part of this paper. In other work, Nilsson et al (Nilsson, Svahn, and Olofsson
2006) counted the number of scratches from diamond particles on the contacting surfaces of a bearing and then
attempted to predict the wear after a much longer running time. For a view on the position of wear in the overall
picture of bearing damage, El‐Thalji and Jantunen (El‐Thalji and Jantunen 2014) provide a good introduction. There
are many wear formulae in the literature. The most common is the Archard (Archard 1953) , and the frictional
power wear methods, used in the study of wheel‐rail contact by Meehan and Daniel (Meehan and Daniel 2008). A
feedback model for wear was used by Meehan et al (Meehan et al. 2009), to simulate the wear in wheel‐rail
contact. This is described more in Section 2. Contact fatigue is a common failure mode for rolling element bearings,
however this failure mode has not been observed in the present application with the bearings of interest in this
study. The present research provides a description of the modelling processes used to determine the wear profile of
a railway axle bearing (radially loaded spherical roller bearing), which may help to indicate the expected life of the
bearing.
2. MODELLING
In the model, an iterative method was implemented, following the feedback loop shown in Figure 1. This
feedback loop is based on that by Meehan et al (Meehan et al. 2009) . It is iterative as it calculates the wear in the
bearing over time, depending on the feedback of previous worn profiles. This makes it adaptive, which is
appropriate as the wear for each cycle depends on the effects of the previous wear cycles. As each iteration of the
loop runs, there are several major stages of calculation.
1. The simulation starts with a new, unworn profile, then takes into account the previous wear.
2. The loading on each roller (which may depend on a dynamic condition) is calculated
3. The normal force determines the amount of frictional power generated in the sliding and slip regions of the
rolling contact. The frictional power is determined by the contact mechanics. The contact mechanics for
each roller is calculated based on the slice method used by Olofsson et al (Olofsson, Andersson, and
Bjorklund 2000). The pressure on each slice depends on the profile of the roller and raceway, which change
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as wear occurs. The changing conditions of the lubricant and the amount of third body particles present are
assumed to affect the value of the friction coefficient used at this step. The amount of wear debris present
is dependent on the worn volume removed from the bearing raceways.
4. The change in wear height for one iteration for each slice in the roller/raceway contact depends on the
frictional power from the previous step. The value of the wear coefficient used at this step is assumed to be
affected by 3rd body effects and lubricant film effects.
5. The wear height is accelerated for each slice using a single acceleration factor, which linearly scales the
wear for one revolution to extend to multiple revolutions for each iteration.
6. The iteration increments, with the new iteration using the previous worn profile as a basis for the
calculation of the next profile.

Figure 1. Feedback model for adaptive wear prediction
2.1 Thrust bearing
To develop a reliable model for the wear in a railway axle bearing (radially loaded spherical roller bearing) (the
radial bearing model), the method used by Olofsson et al (Olofsson, Andersson, and Bjorklund 2000), for a spherical
roller thrust bearing (the thrust bearing model), was chosen to provide a benchmark validation from the literature.
Olofsson et al’s (Olofsson, Andersson, and Bjorklund 2000) analysis of the thrust bearing determines the normal
load in the contact between the raceway and the roller. The contact is broken up into slices perpendicular to the
axis of the roller. The Palmgren (Palmgren 1959) relation for determining the normal load on a cylinder‐to‐cylinder
contact is used, by dividing by l (the effective contact length), to work out the normal load per unit length at each
slice. The relation for the normal load per unit length is given in Equation 1, where is the normal approach (how
much the original circular profiles overlap), is the effective contact length and is the normal load per unit width.
Figure 2 shows the contact broken into slices, the normal approach and the normal load applied.
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Figure 2. Cross‐secttion of bearin
ng roller‐racew
way contact. From (Olofssson, Anderssoon, and Bjorkklund 2000);
Equation 1.

wn individual ,
and
(the
meaning
m
the roller radius at that slicee),
Each slicee of the rolleer has its ow
allowing
a
the w
wear to be calculated in a 2‐D manneer across the contact patcch. The thrusst bearing mo
odel calculatees
the load on eaach slice by “pushing
“
dow
wn” the rollerr profile (giving a and therefore
t
a for each slice). All the s
are
a added up and multipliied by the sliice width to give a total normal
n
load (an integral).. If the total normal load is
in
nsufficient fo
or the nominaal contact loa
ad, is increeased, meaning that the total
t
normal load increase
es as well. is
in
ncreased unttil the nominaal contact loa
ad has been aachieved. In the
t plane goiing along eacch of these slices, the sem
mi‐
contact width
h (the half‐wid
dth of the contact patch) is given by Eq
quation 2,
4

1

(2)
where
w
is tthe semi‐con
ntact width, is Poissonn’s ratio, and
d G is the sh
hear modulu s of the bea
aring materiaal.
Equations
E
1 aand 2 are useed in the calculation of t he traction of
o the slices, in order to w
work out the
e creep profile
across
a
the roller. There is nominally no
o net tractionn transmitted
d within a roller‐raceway ccontact. How
wever, becausse
of
o the geometry of the rolller‐raceway contacting suurface, there
e are regions of positive a nd negative creep
c
(defineed
as
a the differen
nce in velocitty of the rolle
er and contacct patch, divid
ded by the ve
elocity of the contact patcch – a measure
of
o sliding) awaay from the lines of no slip
p.
This creep
p culminatess in a differen
nt traction foorce being ap
pplied to the roller depennding on the position alon
ng
the roller. Beccause there can
c be no nett traction in tthe contact, the
t positive and
a negative traction forcces (dependin
ng
on
o the creep)) must cancel. To calculatte when the ttraction forces cancel, a “rolling conee angle” (see Figure 3 B)) is
itteratively increased until the
t net tractiional force onn the roller th
hrough the co
ontact is zeroo.
ng cone is an imaginary co
one‐shaped ssurface which
h intersects the
t curved coontact at two
o places (thesse
The rollin
are
a the zero‐ssliding pointss/lines). In be
etween the tw
wo intersection points, the creep is in one direction, and outsid
de
the two interssection pointts, the creep is in the oppposite directio
on. Figure 3 B)
B shows a d iagram of a spherical
s
rolleer
ustrated, alonng with the direction
d
of th
he creep on tthe roller‐racceway contacct,
thrust bearingg with the rolling cone illu
and
a the zero‐ssliding lines.
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he railway axl e bearing. B) Cross‐section of a sphericcal roller thru
ust bearing
Figuree 3. A) Cross‐‐section of th
showing
s
the rolling cone, positive and negative cre ep and the ze
ero sliding po
oints. Cross inn circle is the direction into
the pagge, dot in circcle is the direction out of tthe page. Fro
om (Olofsson,, Andersson, and Bjorklund 2000)
The position of the tw
wo intersectio
on points is ddetermined by
b the rolling cone angle. The creep on each slice of
o
the roller in th
he simulation
n is also depe
endent on thee rolling cone
e angle. The rolling
r
cone aangle is found
d by iterativeely
ncreasing thee rolling conee angle (startting with an initial guess), working ou
ut the creep and then working out th
he
in
traction (then
n summing th
he total traction) for eachh value of the
e rolling cone
e angle. If thee sum of the traction is no
ot
close to zero, the angle is increased
i
sligghtly and the traction is caalculated again.
The formu
ula for the traaction is from
m Johnson (Joohnson 1960)) and is given in Equation 3 i),
1

1

4

,

1

(3)
where
w
is thee traction, is the coefficcient of frictioon, is the normal
n
load per
p unit lengtth, is the crreep ratio, is
the semi‐conttact width, is the shearr modulus of the bearing material, is Poisson’s rratio and subscript mean
ns
“for each slice”. This form
mula holds where
w
there iis partial slid
ding in the co
ontact. Whe re there is full sliding, th
he
Coulomb
C
friction relation, as in Equatio
on 3 ii), is use d.
p ratio , is baased on the actual
a
roller rradius and the
e rolling cone
e radius, as shhown in Equa
ation 4,
The creep

(4)
where
w
is the radius of the rollin
ng cone for each slice, and
a
is the actual raadius of the roller for th
he
correspondingg slice. Once the creep pro
ofile has bee n established
d, the wear ca
an then be caalculated for each slice. Th
he
wear
w
can now
w be calculatted to determ
mine the finaal worn profile of the racceway. The w
worn change
e in the profile
height
h
can be described byy the Archard
d wear modell as in Equatio
on 5,
∆

| |

(5)
where
w
is the wear for eaach pass, iss a “dimensioonal” wear co
oefficient tha
at includes thhe effect of hardness.
h
is
the number o
of revolutionss (an accelera
ation factor) and is the number of rollers
r
in the bearing. Ove
er the duratio
on
of
o the simulattion, the wear is accumula
ated and outpput as a graph on the scre
een. The creeep gives an indication of th
he
amount
a
of slid
ding present in the contacct.
The geom
metry used for the thrust bearing
b
modeel used for validation was that for the SSKF 29416 E type
t
bearing..
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2.2
2 Radial B
Bearing
Similar co
ontact mechaanics analysis to that desccribed for the
e thrust bearing model waas used in the
e model of th
he
railway axle b
bearing (the radial
r
bearingg model), witth some chan
nges to incorp
porate the neew geometryy. In particulaar,
these changes include pro
ovision that the
t loading i s radial meaning that, de
epending on the position
n of the rollers
with
w
respect to the race ways, there
e will be diffferent load contributions
c
s from the rrollers at diffferent angular
positions.
p
Thiss means thatt the wear ne
eeds to be caalculated at several differe
ent positionss, giving a sim
mulation of th
he
wear
w
in the beearing taking into accountt all contributtions of varyingly loaded rollers.
r
The geom
metry used for the axle bearing is that for an NTN‐SSNR radially lo
oaded spheriical roller typ
pe bearing. It is
assumed
a
that the rollers do not suffer significant
s
weear, and the wear
w
is captu
ured mostly bby the racewa
ays.
Radial
R
Loadin
ng
t railway axle
a bearings means that the
t all of the load is conceentrated to a few rollers at
The radial loading on the
the top of thee bearing, as opposed to the even loaad distributio
on in the thru
ust bearing m
model (axiallyy loaded thrust
bearing).
b
The few rollers which carry the load all have differe
ent normal loads appliedd, dependingg on the radiial
clearance in the bearing (u
ur) and the to
otal radial loaad applied to
o the bearing. The wear iss contributed to, by each of
the loaded rollers at the to
op. Figure 4 shows a diagrram of the loaad distributio
on in a radial roller bearingg.

Side
S View of BBearing

t roller load distributionn in a roller bearing
b
(modiified from (W
Wuxi Handa Be
earing Co. Ltd
d
Figure 4.. Diagram of the
2016)). This figure
f
shows that the top roller is the most highly loaded in the loaded zone.
In Figure 4, Fr is the to
otal applied radial load to the bearing (or one side of the bearinng for double
e‐row sphericcal
t roller, in line with and
d opposite to
o Fr. Q is thee load on eacch of the otheer
roller bearings), Q0 is the load on the top
rollers at angle to Q0 in the
t loaded zo
one.
hod used to determine
d
the load on eaach roller in the
t bearing iss based on thhat found in Changsen an
nd
The meth
Zhaoying
Z
(Chaangsen and Zhaoying 1991
1). The follow
wing steps are
e taken in ord
der:
1. Deterrmine an app
proximate sta
arting value foor the load on the top rolller (Q0) usingg Equation 6 where
w
is th
he
total radial load applied to one
e side of the bearing and Z is the number of rollerss in one side of the bearin
ng
(for a double‐row roller bearing).
4.08
8
(6)
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of the roller‐raceway contact (this is the same as in
2. Determine the maximum normal approach
Figure 2). This is calculated using the same iterative method for the normal load distribution in the thrust
bearing model (where is incremented until the correct total normal load Q0 is achieved).
3. Determine the load distribution factor from Equation 7
1
1
2
2
(7)
where

is the radial clearance in the bearing.

from the lookup table in Changsen and Zhaoying (Changsen and Zhaoying 1991).
4. Determine
5. Determine Q0 from Equation 8:

(8)
The new Q0 is different to the Q0 determined in Step 1, and therefore
Steps 2 to 5 are iterated, until Q0 converges.

will have changed. Therefore,

6. Once the final value of Q0 has been found, the loads on each of the other rollers in the
bearing can be obtained using Equation 9
1

1
1
2
(9)

is the load on the roller at angle from
where
contact (correct for a ball or spherical roller bearing).

.t is a constant, with the value of 2/3 for a point

The effect of the total radial load, Fr on the load on each roller in one half of one side of the bearing (the roller
loads are symmetrical) (the number of rollers per side of the bearing, Z, is 22) is shown in Figure 5 A).

Figure 5. A) Dependence of roller load on total radial load in a spherical roller bearing. For this case, the radial
clearance is 0.145 mm, B) Dependence of roller load on radial clearance in a spherical roller bearing. For this case,
the bearing load is 20000 N per side of the bearing.
This figure shows that as the total radial load is increased, the load on the rollers increase, with more rollers
being engaged in the loading as the load increases (e.g. Roller 3 at 1.0x104 N). Due to the upward radial load, the
rollers in the bottom half of the bearing will always be unloaded (for rollers 6 to 11,
0).
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he roller loadds is shown in
n Figure 5 B). In this plot, it can be see
en that at zerro
The effectt of radial cleearance on th
radial clearance, all of the upper rollerss are loaded.. As the radiaal clearance starts to increease from zerro, the load on
o
Rollers
R
1 and 2 increase, while
w
the load on rollers 3, 4, 5 and 6 all decrease
e. Fewer rolleers are engagged in carryin
ng
the load as tthe radial cleearance incre
eases, indicaating a more
e concentrate
ed load distrribution at the top of th
he
bearing.
b
This p
plot is for thee spherical ro
oller bearing w
with Fr = 2000
00 N.
When devveloping the thrust bearin
ng model, th e Archard we
ear model (Equation 10) w
was used to determine th
he
wear
w
height p
per slice.
| |
∆
(10)
where
w
∆ is tthe change in
n wear depth
h for each slicce, is the wear
w
coefficie
ent, is the pressure perr unit length in
the contact fo
or each slice and
a | | is the
e absolute vaalue of the crreep in the co
ontact for eacch slice (the absolute valu
ue
iss used becausse wear doess not depend on direction ).
For the raadial bearing model, the frrictional pow
wer wear mod
del is used, ass shown in Eqquation 11:
∆

2
(11)

where
w
∆ is th
he change in wear depth,
(12)
is the friction
iss the frictionaal power,
nal power weear coefficien
nt, 2 is the contact
c
lengt h, is the be
earing materiial
density,
d
is tthe rolling veelocity, is the traction inn the contactt and is the
e sliding veloocity. Since
and is
effectively
e
thee tractional lo
oad per unit length, Equa tion 5 can be
e modified fo
or the radial bbearing mode
el, as shown in
Equation
E
13:
| || |
∆
(13)
where
w
∆ is tthe change in
n wear depth
h for each slicce, | | is the absolute value of the tracctional load per
p unit lengtth
fo
or each slice (from Equations 3 i) and ii))
i and | | iss the absolute
e value of the
e creep in thee contact for each slice. Th
he
absolute
a
values are used because
b
wear does not d epend on dirrection. | | is dependent on the friction coefficien
nt,
, therefore tthe change in
i wear deptth per slice iis sensitive to the friction
n coefficient.. This meanss the friction
nal
power
p
wear m
model can givve a more acccurate predicction of wearr in the rollerr/raceway co ntact, and it will be able to
t
respond moree appropriateely to changess in the greasse condition.
For each iteration of the feedback loop (see Figgure 1), the wear
w
profiles from the firsst roller encountered to th
he
laast roller enccountered by the racewayy (as the shaftt and cage ro
otate) are sum
mmed for on e revolution first, and theen
the acceleratiion factor is applied
a
to this profile. Figgure 6 showss an example of the wear accumulating on the inneer
ution of the sshaft.
race in the loaaded zone ovver one revolu

Sidde View of Be
earing
Figure 6. Diagram reprresenting the
e accumulatioon of wear on
n the inner race from the ccontributionss of each rolleer
in one revo
olution. Wearr accumulatio
on is signifiedd by the grey bars. (modified from (Wu xi Handa Bea
aring Co. Ltd
2016)) This ffigure shows that the wea
ar on the inneer race accum
mulates despite the varyinng loads it enccounters as itt
passees the loaded zone.
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This is performed by defining the code that determines the individual roller loads (based on the total radial load
on the bearing) as a function that can be called during simulation. This means that it provides different individual
roller loads depending on the total radial load on the bearing. The total radial load is able to varied as often as once
per iteration (and this is affected by the acceleration factor). The bearing loads are generated and stored in a vector
when the simulation is initialising, so that complicated loading patterns can be simulated (e.g. statistical variation).
The outer race is assumed to be held loosely in the housing, allowing the wear to be uniformly distributed around
the inner and outer raceways.
3. RESULTS
The thrust bearing model was run as a simulation with the parameters as in Table 1 and the results and descriptions
can be seen in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
Table 1. Parameters used in the thrust bearing simulation.
Parameter

Symbol

Value (thrust, radial)

Coefficient of friction
Shear Modulus
Poisson’s Ratio
Density of Steel
Length to centre of roller (thrust)
Angle of roller to bearing axis
(radial)
Inner Race radius (radial)
Outer race radius (thrust, radial)
Roller radius (transverse)
Roller diameter (thrust, radial)
Roller width (thrust, radial)
Number of rollers (thrust, radial)
Number of slices along the roller
Axial load (Contact load tuned to) ,
Radial load (per side of bearing)
(Dimensional) Wear coefficient
Frictional Power wear coefficient
Number of revolutions of the shaft
per cycle pass (thrust, radial)
Number of cycle passes (thrust,
radial)

μ
G
ν
ρ

0.05
79000
0.3
7800
86.3
11.5

m

k, k1
k2

Units
N/mm2
kg/m3
mm
degrees

107.5
114, 104
109.5, 100
25.48, 19.7
30, 27.6
15, 22
1000
113000 (4153), 20000

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

15 10‐10
0.78 10‐16
6000, 10 million

mm2/N
kg/(N*mm)

N

80, 50

3.1 Final Wear Profile for the Thrust Bearing Model
The thrust bearing model was run, to compare with the results of Olofsson et al (Olofsson, Andersson, and
Bjorklund 2000). A close approximation was able to be achieved to the experimental wear profile as shown in Figure
7.
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Figure 7. Experimentally measured wear profille from (Olofssson, Andersson, and Bjorrklund) and thrust bearingg
on replicatingg Olofson et al’s
a (Olofsson , Andersson, and Bjorklun
nd) wear resuult, used for validation.
v
simulatio
The simullated wear iss asymmetrical but reasonnably close to
o the experim
mental resultts. The creep in the contact
culminates in a different traction
t
force
e being appli ed to the roller dependin
ng on the poosition along the roller. Th
he
results show tthree peaks in wear. Thiss is because tthere can be no net traction transmittted, and the outer positivve
e peak) tracti on forces thaat depend on the creep (s ee for examp
ple Figure 8 A))
A
(sside peaks) and inner neggative (middle
must
m
cancel. TThe lines of no
n slip indicate the positioons of zero tractional forcce, or pure roolling. As there is no slidin
ng
in
n pure rollingg, there is litttle to no wea
ar in these reegions. The simulation result approxim
mates the possitions of thesse
“zero‐sliding” points well. The magnitude of the weear is similar to
t the magnittude of the m
measured wea
ar profile, witth
deviations
d
mo
ost likely caussed by the no
ominal geomeetry used in the
t model. Th
he simulated wear is smoother than th
he
experimentall
e
ly determined
d wear due to
o the idealiseed conditionss of the mode
el.
3.2
3 Initial Conditions and
a
Final Wear
W
Profile for the Rad
dial Bearing
g Model
nd
o the top ffive rollers (top roller; 2 top and 3rd ttop rollers do
own each side)
It is evideent from Figure 8 A) that only
are
a loaded in the axle bearring for 20000 N (per side of the bearin
ng).

A)

B)

ach roller forr an applied lo
oad of 20000 N per side oof the bearingg. (This figure
Figure 88. A) Traction curves for ea
shows thatt the top rolleer has the mo
ost traction, tthis is due to the higher load it supportts). B) The pro
ogression of
wear
w
in the siimulation of the
t radial bea
aring. The hoorizontal axis in each figure
e represents the distance along the axxis
of the
e roller, starti ng from the outer
o
end at 0 mm.
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From Figure 8 B) it can be seen that there are three main peaks of wear, with little to no wear at the points of
no‐slip. Each colour represents the wear profile at that point in the life of the bearing. 500M revs translates to
roughly 10 years of wear. The wear progresses evenly over life of the bearing. The traction and wear curves are
asymmetrical, due to the fact that the rolling cone intersects the contact asymmetrically giving asymmetrical wear.
It can be seen that the points of no slip in Figure 8 B) correlate well with the central intersections of the zero‐
traction line in Figure 8 A). This is due to the fact that where there is no traction, there is no sliding and thus, no
wear.
4. CONCLUSIONS
A initial thrust bearing model of a spherical roller bearing has been compared to Olofsson et al’s (Olofsson,
Andersson, and Bjorklund 2000) article, and the simulation of the wear profile is reasonably close to the
experimental profile. Using this model with some changes for the new geometry and radial loading, a prediction of
the wear in a railway axle bearing (the radial bearing model) was able to be made with calculations of the load on
each roller in the loaded zone of the bearing. This was performed along with predictions of the traction in the
contact, all of which may be important for determining the lifetime of the bearing. This paper contributes to the
literature by extending the models used by Olofsson et al (Olofsson, Andersson, and Bjorklund 2000) and Meehan et
al (Meehan et al. 2009) to be used for radially loaded spherical roller bearings, as can be found in passenger train
fleets. With this research, it is possible to determine the wear in the bearings, according to the frictional power
wear formula, giving an indication of the life of the bearing.
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